
 

 

The plan is going beautifully until Keyne arrives. 

Of all the king’s children, I trust Keyne the least and know the feeling is mutual. Let’s 

say I’ve always been able to sway those who needed swaying, but Cador’s tall daughter who 

shuns skirts and wears a sword at her hip confounds me. I do not know what Keyne wants, 

what she thinks when she looks at me – at the world – with eyes like a flash of fire on dark 

water. The magician has the same sharp glance; perhaps that’s where Keyne learned it. The 

thought is not at all reassuring.  

 ‘The Saxons will not wait for dawn. They’re in place to strike tonight.’ 

My smile falters. Bad enough that she and Gwen caught a glimpse of Eadred’s 

warriors. If they convince Cador –  

‘They would be foolish to storm a hold in the dark,’ the Dumnonian king says and I 

breathe out, slowly. ‘No, any concerted attack will come at dawn when they have light on 

their side.’ 

 ‘You’re wrong,’ Keyne says. 



I am not the only one who raises his eyebrows. The last time I contradicted my father 

in front of his war chiefs, I suffered a split lip. It didn’t stop me from speaking though. I feel 

Keyne’s searing gaze and still my face. Perhaps we’re more alike than I’m willing to admit.  

In the end, Cador agrees to send out sentries and I feel a niggle of regret when the 

gates are barred behind them. Father will have their heads. It fades when I spot Keyne pacing 

distractedly. I fold my arms and lean against the stable wall to consider her. What difference 

can one person make – even a person as unpredictable as Keyne? There’s no reason to call 

off the plan. I will just have to be extra cautious. 

When the assault begins several hours later, and I see her haring off up the hill, I can’t 

help but doubt the wisdom of that decision. I mount Ni and follow with a swirl of dread. It 

deepens when I spot Keyne peering over the precipice. She hisses and staggers back. For a 

wild moment, I consider pushing her over, but it’s just too risky. Besides, she would probably 

send a good few men careening to their deaths. ‘What is it?’ I ask instead, dragging my face 

into an expression of concern. Ni paws impatiently at the earth.  

‘They are scaling it,’ Keyne gasps at me. ‘If they breach the gates too, we’ll be caught 

in the middle.’ 

 I’m counting on it, I think and dutifully glance over the edge of Moriduno’s steep 

cliff. A handful of paces below, Eadred makes a face at me and a bubble of mirth pops in my 

chest. ‘The gods,’ I exclaim, glaring at him, and whirl around. ‘Go, Keyne. Warn the king.’ 

 ‘What about you?’ 

I draw my sword with a rather too dramatic ring. ‘I’ll hold them off as long as I can.’ 

 Keyne blinks. ‘Alone? You’ll be killed.’ 

 Hardly. Aloud, I say, ‘I should have listened to you. Go.’ 

 ‘But –’   



 ‘Don’t waste time.’ Inspired, I pick up a stone, weigh it in my palm. ‘Someone has to 

warn King Cador. What good will it do the men if we are both slain?’ 

 That’s all it takes to send Keyne scrambling for her horse. Myrdhin’s white mare 

gives me a look, as if she’s well aware of the secrets I keep, but she’s just a horse, after all. 

Once Keyne is out of sight, I laughingly drop the stone and lean over the cliff to help Eadred 

up. He gives me a fierce clap on the shoulder and I return it, grinning.  

 ‘Cynric,’ he says and it’s jarring to hear my name after so many months of Tristan. 

‘Say you’re coming back. I can’t stand any more of the old man’s grumbling.’ 

 ‘How is Father?’ I ask. 

Eadred’s brow furrows and I realise I’ve spoken in Brythonic. I repeat the question. 

‘Hu mæg he?’ The Britons’ language has become second nature. I don’t even use our mother 

tongue with Osred for fear of being overheard. I bend to help a second man. Eadred does the 

same and soon there’s a line of us, pulling warriors over the lip of the precipice. I instructed 

Eadred to bring only the most agile for the task. 

‘Same as ever,’ my bondsman says, readjusting his sword in its sheath. ‘Wondering 

when you’ll stop playing with your food.’ 

‘Dunbriga is not Lindinis.’ I ignore the face that’s risen in my mind. ‘Besides, maybe 

tonight we’ll see whether its king really is what rumours say. I haven’t managed to get a 

straight answer out of anyone.’ 

Eadred scoffs. ‘A magician.’ 

Six months ago, I would have laughed with him, but I’ve been in Dumnonia long 

enough to sense something buried beneath its red earth. This Dumnonian birthright that 

Keyne possesses, for example. Where does it come from? What can it do? The answers to 

those questions might still ruin everything.  



‘Better slice me up a bit,’ I say to Eadred. ‘I’m supposed to be holding you off, after 

all.’ 

Other men clamour for the job and I give them a flat stare. ‘It’s not a competition.’  

‘He’s mine,’ Eadred drawls, brandishing a seax. ‘The way you duel, this is the only 

time I’ll ever get a scratch on you.’ 

I grit my teeth as he slashes my forearms and then make sure to smear blood on my 

mail. Eadred’s humour fades as he watches me. Before I can stop him, he dips a finger in the 

blood and draws it over one of my eyes. ‘Now you can fight with us in spirit.’ 

‘I’ll try not to kill anyone,’ I say and the men laugh. ‘But you had better keep your 

distance.’ 

Eadred lowers his voice. ‘Watch out for Baudulf. He’s insisting Cador is his and you 

know he’s never liked subterfuge. If anyone is likely to ruin your disguise, it’s him.’ 

‘That reminds me.’ I turn to face them all. ‘Until Cador is safely dead, I am not 

Cynric.’ I draw a breath, thinking of Keyne’s hard gaze. ‘If the plan goes awry, Tristan needs 

to remain a friend to Dumnonia.’ 

‘Why?’ someone demands.  

Why? It’s not that I haven’t pondered the same question. Why don’t I just give it up 

now? I have enough information to take to Father. But her face is in my mind again and there 

are still important questions to answer, I tell myself. If we assault Dunbriga, when we assault 

Dunbriga, I have to know what strange magics will be used against us. The difference could 

well be measured in men’s lives. 

‘Because all my work will be for nothing otherwise. How can I plan an assault of 

Dunbriga without full knowledge of Cador’s power? We have to make him reveal it.’ And not 

just Cador’s, I think, Keyne’s too. 



The men mutter, but I narrow my eyes at them until it stops. ‘Thanks for the warning 

about Baudulf,’ I say to Eadred. ‘I’ll watch for him.’ 

I ride to Moriduno’s panicked courtyard, shrugging back into Tristan as if the persona 

is a winter cloak. But it fits me less well than it did this morning. Not for the first time, I 

wonder how much longer I can keep it pulled around me.  

When we ride out, the temptation to race to Father’s standard is so great, I almost spur 

Ni on to reach it. Instead I survey the field with a critical eye, knowing that Cerdic is 

watching. It’s a good formation. I expected no less. My blood is beginning to thrill to the 

rhythm of battle, despite my gritted teeth and careful sword swings. Wouldn’t do to harm my 

own, not when I have need of them later. 

But what if we succeed here? I’ve been shirking the consequences of victory. If Cador 

falls, what will become of Keyne? I’ll have to finish her off too, I suppose. An act for which 

Riva would never forgive me. Despite the surging tide of men and horses, her face once again 

intrudes. I cannot block it out. And with it comes other things, other memories. Her eyes, 

warmly intelligent. Her skin. Hair dark as fallen leaves. Fingertips against my mouth. 

Tangled limbs. 

The sight of Baudulf swinging into a vacant saddle rips her from my mind. I tense, 

watching his progress towards Cador, insides knotted with conflicting urges. Ni feels them 

and begins thrusting his way through the melee. Men melt away from me, making it easier. 

Baudulf wields the iron-shod club he favours, a cruel and unusual weapon, crude in my eyes. 

Cador is facing away. The blow will take him unawares. 

On the cusp of its fall, fire erupts. 

Nithelm rears beneath me; other mounts echo him and screams of shock, of terror, 

replace those of pain. I turn and see Keyne. She has one arm raised and fire ripples out of the 

ground where her horse treads, spreading in a great wave towards Baudulf and Cador. 



The Dumnonian king turns just as the club falls. 

It is not a killing blow. I spur on Ni to finish the job, but something wrenches my gaze 

up and I meet Keyne’s eyes across the battlefield.  

In that moment, a certainty takes me. She knows. Gods, she knows. Her eyes are wild 

and dark and dreadfully piercing. If I don’t do something to prove otherwise… Almost of its 

own accord, my sword rises, falls, a tremendous blow.  

It cuts Baudulf almost in two. 

No one is more shocked than I am – at myself. That death should have been Cador’s. 

My hands are numb. There is a ringing in my ears, like the priest’s insistent bell. I can feel 

Father’s gaze burning across the intervening distance. How will I explain this? 

A much nearer gaze snags me. It is Eadred, his face slack and disbelieving beneath his 

helm. I shake my head at him, a movement I hope will convey that this setback is all part of 

the plan. Cynric’s great plan. A plan that is fraying in my grasp, neatly undone by my own 

sword. 

I force myself to action. Too late now to backtrack. Besides, I tell myself, as Gormant 

steadies the king, Keyne’s fire goes some way to legitimising my caution over Dumnonia. 

What other tricks is she hiding? 

Riding away from Father, from Eadred, is the hardest thing I’ve ever done. I will have 

to work hard to explain. I can only hope Father saw the fire, magician’s fire, and concluded 

that we must know more about it. Even to me, it seems a flimsy excuse for something that 

looks and feels very like treachery. 

We break into a gallop and I find myself at Keyne’s side. ‘What if they follow?’ she 

shouts. 

 ‘They won’t,’ I say tightly.  

 ‘How do you know?’ 



 ‘Because they cannot outpace us without mounts.’ I think of Father. ‘And it is not 

their way. They will not ride blindly into unknown territory.’ I raise my voice over the wail 

of the wind. ‘What other tricks do you have up your sleeve? Talents you’ve been hiding?’ 

 ‘It’s hardly a trick,’ Keyne replies. ‘The land knows its own.’ 

 It makes me think of Riva again and her healing. Gods, I do not need her in my head 

too, but she is always there, hidden behind every casual thought. Sometimes I think I might 

be going mad. Too long in this awful land where every wood hides a skull-strewn glade and 

even the air you breathe watches you from the inside. I shiver. My arm aches from taking the 

weight of Baudulf’s life and my heart too. Always a troublemaker, but he didn’t deserve to be 

slain by his own captain. 

 Keyne is staring at me again. I urge Ni faster, as if I can outrun my own guilt, my own 

stupidity, but it comes with me. As it should. I regret ever setting foot in Dumnonia and it’s 

only pride that keeps me from turning around. Pride and a refusal to fail, to prove Cerdic 

right. My first clenches on the reins. I will succeed. I will take this land for my people. Even 

if it kills me. 

 ‘You saved my father.’ 

Eyes burning from the wind, or the fire, or the shock of my own actions, I cannot look 

at Keyne. And likely doomed myself, I think. 

 

The Author says: Clearly Cynric is a misgendering, murdering arsehole, but he doesn’t have a 

lot of room to grow as a character in Sistersong because it’s a. not his story and b. his identity 

is secret. Although I haven’t spent enough time with him to really “get” his voice, I wanted to 

have a go at writing a pivotal scene for him from his perspective. Pivotal because it’s the 

moment he begins to wonder just who is doing the conquering. Dumnonia hooks its claws in 

you even if you’re a Saxon prince who goes on to found a nation… I hope you will forgive 

the rather broad brush strokes I used; ideally anyone reading this will be familiar with the 

scene already. 



Historical note: I changed Baudulf’s weapon to a club in this version because, as the 

extremely well-read John Gwynne pointed out to me privately, maces were invented to 

combat plate armour. I messed up. D’oh.  


